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AbsZracf--Single domain YBazCu30,-Y2BaCu05 melt 
textured ceramic composites have revealed a very rich 
microstructure, which has usually impeded, by using standard 
measurements, to evaluate the contribution of each defect to the 
enhancement of the critical current. We have measured the in- 
plane magnetoresistance anisotropy and the anisotropic in-plane 
inductive critical currents and we show that together with the 
microstructural TEM analysis, the contribution of the different 
extended pinning centers can be separated. These results have 
allowed us to infer the kind of microstructure modifications 
required to improve the critical current. In particular, we 
present an isostatic pressing deformation techinque as a very 
promising post-processing treatment to strongly increase the 
critical currents of these composites. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Melt-textured YBa2Cu307 / YIBaCuOs superconducting 
composites have appeared as the promising bulk material for 
superconducting power applications, especially since 
preparation techniques based on solidification processes 
succeeded in growing single domain composites avoiding the 
high angle grain boundaries [ 11. Y 123/211 composites with 
critical current densities, J,, of the order of 50.000 A/cm2 at 
77 K have since then been achieved [2]. Further enhancement 
of J, has required a detailed investigation of the 
microstructure and its correlation to flux pinning 
mechanisms. TEM analysis has revealed that these materials 
have a very rich and complex microstructure [3]: second 
phase precipitates, twin boundaries, dislocations, stacking 
faults, microcracks. Some of these defects are supposed to 
greatly influence the superconducting properties. However, 
the main difficulty is still to define the proper measurements 
to isolate the effect of each type of defect and thus be able to 
infer the kind of microstructure modifications required to 
improve the critical currents. 
Recent studies [2,4] have shown that 21 1 second phase 
Precipitates induce a new pinning mechanism at the 
interfaces with the Y 123 matrix, which strongly increases the 
critical currents at low and intermediate magnetic fields. 
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Measurements of samples with different contents of 123/211 
interface area have confirmed that this pinning mechanism 
exists [2] and follows the correlated disorder pinning theories 
[5]. On the other hand, preliminary results on pinning by twin 
boundaries in Y123/211 have been reported through angle 
dependent magnetoresistance and critical current 
measurements for H //ab [6,7]. It has been shown that these 
planar defects can be considered linear correlated pinning 
centers in the liquid and also solid vortex state. Instead, the 
role of the linear defects like dislocations and partial 
dislocations associated to the staking faults has been less 
investigated [SI. The difficulties in controlling its 
concentration through well established processing techniques 
have limited their relevance. However TEM observations 
have shown that these linear defects tend to align in specific 
directions in the ab plane [9] and thus could initially act as 
point defects for H//c whereas they might act as linear 
defects for the orientation W/ab. 
In this paper, we report on the flux pinning effect induced 
by partial dislocations associated to the stacking faults 
generated by a isostatic pressure post-processing treatment. A 
100 % enhancement of J, at 77 K has been achieved. It has 
been recently shown that these partial dislocations tend to 
align with the twin boundaries. Thus, a study of the twin 
boundary pinning effect on the same samples was previously 
performed and is here also presented. We show that the 
combination of anisotropic magnetoresistance measurements 
and inductive critical current measurements for H //ab and H 
//c can help to elucidate the effect of both microestructural 
extended defects in the liquid and solid vortex state [lo]. 
11. EXPERIMENTAL 
Single domain YBa2Cu307.d/ Y2BaCu05 (Y 123/211) melt- 
textured composites were grown by a modified Bridgman 
directional solidification technique in air [ 1 I]. This 
preparation technique provides single domain bars of 100 
mm in length and 7 mm in diameter with a maximum mosaic 
spread of 3-5’ and allows us to vary the content of Y211 
additives distributed in the Y 123 matrix between 4 % and 38 
% in weight. The results here reported belong to a sample 
with 28 % wt of Y211. Upon the oxygenation treatment, 
polarized light microscopy analysis revealed a random 
distribution of Y2 1 1  particles with mean sizes of 1 pm and a 
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high density of twin boundaries showing the two orthogonal 
families. A post-processing deformation technique under 
isostatic pressing conditions (2 Kbar in Ar atmosphere at 
room temperature), CIP treatment, was afterwards applied to 
the same samples. TEM analysis revealed one remarkable 
new feature [12]: the generation of a high density of 
nanometric stacking fault loops in the Cu02 plane expanding 
following the twin boundary structure. This mechanism 
results in a increase of the total length of the associated 
1/6<03 1> partial dislocations which have also been proposed 
as efficient pinning centers for this material [13]. The 
superconducting transition temperature was 92 K with 
ATc - 0.5 K. The angular dependence of the anisotropic 
magnetoresistance was measured using the standard four 
point technique up to 9 T with a resolution of 0.1". The 
inductive critical currents were determined with a SQUID 
magnetometer provided with a 5.5 T superconducting 
solenoid. 
III.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A.  Twin boundarypinning 
Fig 1 shows the magnetoresistance of a Y 123 / 28%wt 21 1 
single domain sample as a function of the angle, 8, between 
the magnetic field and the crystallographic c-axis, for a 
magnetic field of 1 T and 9 T at the indicated temperatures. 
The transport current, 100 PA, where applied in the ab plane 
keeping the orthogonality with the magnetic field when this 
was rotated 90". The expected sin2@) curve showing the 
anisotropic character of the layered superconductors is clearly 
visible. Shown around the angle of 0" (H // c) is a small dip 
manifesting a decrease of dissipation around this magnetic 
field orientation and which should be related to an anisotropic 
pinning mechanism active at H // c. We have abscribed this 
effect to the dense twin boundary structure that this melt- 
textured material possess along the <I  10> directions. 
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Fig. 1 Angular dependence of the magnetoresistance at 1 and 9 T for the 
indicated temperatures. The angle 0 = 0 corresponds to the orientation H //c. 
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Fig.2 Temperature dependence of the critical angle, BC, for I T and 9 T 
A critical angle, e,, may be then defined from the results 
of Fig 1, by taking the angle between the two maxima 
surrounding the dip. This angle reflects the actual region 
where twin boundary pinning is active in the liquid vortex 
state, i.e. the angular range where a kinked vortex structure 
persists [14]. In Fig 2 the temperature dependence of the 
critical angle is presented. At high temperatures, a fast 
decrease of the pinning efficiency is observed probably due 
to thermal activation processes. Instead, at relatively low 
temperatures, the effect of twin boundary pinning tend to a 
saturation. This is in agreement with the results reported on 
single crystals [15]. Taking into account that a 1 T magnetic 
field is already above a kind of matching field for the twin 
boundary spacing of Y 123/211 composites (d = 1000 A), the 
above results suggest that the dense twin boundary structure 
may pin the full vortex lattice even in the liquid vortex stale 
close to the irreversibility line. 
The effect of the twin boundaries in the solid vortex stale 
was investigated by measuring the component, J," of the 
critical currents for W/ab [2]. J: was determined from the 
hysteresis loops using the generalized anisotropic Bean 
model. Fig 3(a) shows a comparison of the lemperature 
dependence of the critical current for the sample 
Y123 / 28%wt 211 when W/<110> and when H//<100>. Fig 
3(b) shows the corresponding magnetic field dependence at 3 
different temperatures. Notice that in both figures, an 
increase of the critical current density by 30-40 % is obtained 
when W/<1 lo>. Thus, confirming that pinning by twin 
boundaries is effective when the vortex lattice is well below 
the irreversibility line, deep in the solid vortex state. 
Finally, the influence of the twin boundaries for W/ab near 
the irreversibility line was also investigated. Fig 4(a) shows 
the magnetoresistance measurements for the Y 123/28%wt2 1 1 
when the magnetic field was rotated within the ab plane and 
the transport current was directed along the c-axis. In this 
case, a minimum in dissipation is expected every 90", 
indicating that the two twin boundary families may pin the 
vortices. The expected minima are certainly seen in Fig 4(a) 
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Fig 3 (a) Temperature dependence of the critical current density, Jt, for 
H //<110> and H //<loo> orientation. (b) Magnetic field dependence of the 
critical current, Jt, for the three indicated temperatures for H //<110> and 
H //<loo> orientation. 
at 8 = 90"and 180". However, we notice that one is much 
more important than the other, which probably just indicates 
that the volume percentage of the two twin families is 
different in this sample. 
B. 1/6<031> Partial dislocation pinning 
Upon studying flux pinning by twin boundaries, we 
induced a CIP process [12] to the same samples. TEM 
analysis have remarkably shown [ 121 the generation of short 
stacking fault loops lying parallel to the Cu02 planes and 
growing following the twin boundary structure. 
Flux pinning by the 1/6<031> partial dislocations which 
surround the stacking faults, has been theoretically proposed 
[ 131. However, the difficulty in controlling their growth have 
usually impeded its study. We have found that after a CIP 
process, 1/6<03 1> partial dislocations are generated and 
aligned following the <110> directions and therefore their 
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Fig. 4 A representative data of the angular dependence of the 
magnetoresistance within the ab plane at 3 T for the Y123/211 composite (a) 
previous to the CIP treatment and (b) after CIP treatment. 
pinning efficiency may be now investigated. A thorough 
study both by TEM and magnetization has been published 
elsewhere [ 121. The CIP process is proposed as a good post- 
processing technique for the generation and control of 
1/6<03 1> partial dislocations. 
Fig 4(b) shows representative results of the angular 
dependence of magnetoresistance within the ab plane for a 
Y123/28%wt211 sample upon a CIP process was performed. 
The transport current, also 100 PA, were applied in the c-axis 
direction ensuring a non-zero Lorentz force onto the vortex 
lattice. The partial dislocations may here act as linear pinning 
defects for W/ab whereas they would as point defect pinning 
centers for H //c. 
Notice comparing the results of Fig 4(b) with those of Fig 
4 (a), that the minima expected every 90" are not only still 
present but their effect seems to be more pronounced and 
well defined after the CIP process. This may indicate that the 
new microestructural defect identified by TEM behaves more 
efficiency as linear pinning center overwhelming any effect 
associated to an unbalanced ratio of the volume of the two 
twinned families. 
Finally, Fig 5(a) and (b) show the temperature and 
magnetic field dependence of the critical current density 
before and after a CIP treatment for H // c, Jcab. The critical 
current density has strongly increased after this post 
processing treatment for all temperatures and magnetic fields 
and it has particularly reached a 100 % increase at 77 K and 
zero field. This impressive result not only certifies that the 
new microestructural defect represents an important pinning 
contribution also in the solid vortex state as point defect, but 
it also paves the way to a new processing methodology of 
melt-textured material for artificial defect engineering. 
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Fig 5 (a) Temperature dependence of the critical current density, J g ,  for 
(open symbols) sample before CIP treatment, (closed symbols) after CIP 
treatemnt. (b) Magnetic field dependence of the critical current density, Jcab, 
for the three indicated temperatures for (open symbols) sample before CIP 
treatment, (closed symbols) after CIP treatment. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Flux pinning results of the extended defects of twin 
boundaries and 1/6<03 1> partial dislocations have been 
briefly reported. Both, the behavior in the liquid and solid 
state have been studied by measuring the angular dependence 
of the magnetoresistance and the inductive critical current 
density respectively. We have shown that by properly 
measuring these samples, the pinning effect of the main 
microestructural defects can be determined. In particular, we 
have shown that a isostatic pressing treatment at room 
temperature may be taken as a post processing technique to 
enhance pinning by 1/6<03 1> partial dislocations which 
grow aligned with the <110> direction. The potential of this 
technique to enhance the critical currents of Y123/211 
composites has been demonstrated. 
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